Abstract-Matching people across multiple camera views known as person reidentification is a challenging problem due to the change in visual appearance caused by varying lighting conditions. The perceived color of the subject appears to be different under different illuminations. Previous works use color as it is or address these challenges by designing color spaces focusing on a specific cue. In this paper, we propose an approach for learning color patterns from pixels sampled from images across two camera views. The intuition behind this work is that, even though varying lighting conditions across views affect the pixel values of the same color, the final representation of a particular color should be stable and invariant to these variations, i.e., they should be encoded with the same values. We model color feature generation as a learning problem by jointly learning a linear transformation and a dictionary to encode pixel values. We also analyze different photometric invariant color spaces as well as popular color constancy algorithm for person reidentification. Using color as the only cue, we compare our approach with all the photometric invariant color spaces and show superior performance over all of them. Combining with other learned low-level and high-level features, we obtain promising results in VIPeR, Person Re-ID 2011, and CAVIAR4REID data sets.
surveillance cameras, no biometric aspects are available [2] . Third, most often, the surveillance cameras will be of lower resolution [1] . Figure 1 shows some examples of images from different datasets.
Modern person re-identification systems primarily focus on two aspects. (1) A feature representation for the probe and gallery images and (2) a distance metric to rank the potential matches based on their relevance. In the first category, majority of the works concentrate on designing low level features. Since each of the features capture different aspects of the images, usually a combination of these features are used to obtain a richer signature. In the second category, the person re-identification is formulated as a ranking or a metric learning problem. The proposed work belongs to the first category in which the focus is on learning robust feature representations, specifically invariant color based features.
Color based features have been proven to be an important cue for person re-identification [1] . An interesting insight on the importance of color features was demonstrated in an experiment conducted by Gray and Tao [4] . They used AdaBoost for giving weights to the most discriminative features and observed that, over 75% of the classifier weights were given to color based features. These observations support the fact that color has to be given much more attention than other handcrafted features (i.e., engineered features with selected statistical measures and parameters) based on shape, texture and regions. But due to the illumination variations across the camera views, the perceived color of same parts for a particular person appear to be different. Taking this observation into consideration and as validated from our experiments, we suggest that using color features as it is, i.e., the RGB, HSV or YUV color histograms will not be adequate to achieve a stable and invariant color representation. Hence we propose a multilayer feature learning framework that learns invariant color features from raw pixel values as opposed to histogram or other color based handcrafted features.
The proposed framework aims at learning stable color feature representations for images from both camera views by transforming the pixels to an invariant space. Since the images are captured under different unknown lighting conditions, modeling accurate transformations for each of these illumination settings is practically impossible. Existing algorithms to achieve color-constancy rely on strong assumptions about the statistics of color distribution in the image. Hence, these algorithms can project the image only to an approximate color constant space. Further, it should be noted that, no prior information regarding the illumination is given in any of the existing datasets for person re-identification. Therefore, to obtain invariant color features, we propose a feature learning framework to explore the structures and patterns inherent in the image pixels. In the learning step, we take advantage of pairs of pixel values from image pairs and enforce an invariance condition while jointly learning a transformation and encoding scheme. An auto-encoder based framework transforms the 3-dimensional RGB pixel values to a higher dimensional space first and encode them using a dictionary which maps these pixels to an invariant space. These encoded values are pooled over a region and concatenated to form the final representation of an image. This framework can be extended to a multilayer structure for learning complementary features at a higher levels.
Experiments were conducted on a synthetic color constancy dataset [5] and publicly available person re-identification datasets such as VIPeR [6] , Person Re-ID 2011 [7] and CAVIAR4REID [2] . From the results, it can be inferred that (1) by learning invariant color features, significant improvement can be achieved in the results when compared with the traditional color histograms and other handcrafted features; and (2) when combined with other types of learned low-level (i.e., the first order information at the pixel level) and highlevel features (i.e., more abstract concepts that usually refer to attributes or object classes), it can achieve promising results in several benchmark datasets.
In summary, the contributions of our work are as follows.
• We propose a novel approach for learning inter camera invariant color feature representations from the pixels sampled from matching pair of images. In contrast with the previous works such as color histograms and normalized color spaces, our approach is more robust and efficient in representing the color features.
• We propose a joint learning framework which solves the coupled problem of learning a linear auto-encoder transformation and a dictionary to encode invariant color based features.
• We show that color as a single cue can bring a good performance that beats several hand-engineered features designed for person re-identification and when combined with other types of learned low-level and high-level features, it can achieve promising performance in several challenging datasets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews some of the related works in color constancy, person re-identification and feature learning. Section III describes the motivation and the major contributions of this work. Section IV describes the framework for learning the invariant color features. In section V, we demonstrate the experimental evaluation of our method and compare with the other competing methods for person re-identification. In section VI, we perform an analysis of the obtained results and section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. Color Constancy
The human perceptual system has the ability to ensure that the perceived color of an object remains relatively constant even under varying illumination [8] . Land and McCann proposed the Retinex theory [9] to explain this perceptual effect. The central idea behind retinex algorithm is that, the human visual system functions with three independent cone systems peaking on the long, middle and short wavelengths of the visible spectrum and the images formed by these receptors are compared to generate the color sensation [9] . In one of the pioneering works [10] , Forsyth proposed the CRULE and MWEXT algorithms to achieve color constancy in Mondriaan world images (i.e., flat and frontally presented image consisting of numerous colored patches) by estimating the illuminant based on the information obtained from images such as reflectances and possible light sources. For a detailed overview of the color-constancy algorithms derived from the Retinex theory and [10] , we refer the reader to [11] [12] [13] .
All of the aforementioned works and the derived works are based on strong assumptions since the color constancy is an under-constrained problem [10] , [13] . For example, in [10] , the main assumption is constrained gamuts, i.e., the limited number of image colors which can be observed under a specific illuminant. Several other assumptions were based on the distribution of colors that are present in an image (e.g., White-Patch, Gray-World and Gray-Edge). In the Gray-World algorithm [14] , the major assumption is that, the average reflectance in a scene is achromatic. In the White-Patch algorithm [15] , the main assumption was that, the maximum response in the RGB-channels corresponds to a scene point with perfect reflectance. The majority of these works vary in their assumptions and therefore, no color constancy algorithm can be considered as universal.
Color features also gained a lot of interest in object recognition. In one of the earliest works, Swain and Ballard [16] identified that color histograms were stable representations over change in views. Funt and Finlayson [17] used ratios of colors from neighbouring location to achieve some illumination invariance. Gevers and Smeulders [18] analysed different color spaces to achieve invariance to a substantial change in viewpoint, object geometry and illumination. But it was observed that the object recognition accuracy degrades substantially for all of the color spaces with a change in illumination color. The invariance property achieved by them has become the basis of several works in tracking, segmentation [19] and image retrieval [20] . Fig. 2 . Two examples to illustrate the difference in color clouds for the same person in different views due to appearance change in the second view. Red dots indicate the log R G vs log B G values of pixels sampled from upper part of the body and blue dots indicate those for the lower part of the body. In (a), due to the presence of additional object (bag), the shape of the color clouds vary significantly. In (b), the color of the upper body has changed across the views which result in a different shape for the corresponding color clouds as shown in the plot. Best viewed in color.
A Diagonal Matrix Transform (DMT) is the basis of majority of the works [1] , [18] , [21] , [22] on color constancy. But the DMT has been proven to be a suboptimal method for achieving color constancy by West and Brill [23] and D'Zmura and Lennie [24] . To improve the performance of the DMT, spectral sharpening [25] derived for each camera can be incorporated. Zaidi [26] proposed a two parameter affine transformation to generate an illumination independent color descriptors. Funt and Lewis [27] observed no improvement in the affine model compared to the DMT with spectral sharpening. However, Finlayson et al. [28] suggest that a generalized diagonal transformation is sufficient to achieve color constancy. Color Eigenflows [29] provides a different approach by developing a statistical linear model that describes how colors change jointly under typical photic parameter changes. However, in this paper, the main aim is to develop a stable feature representation for color features which is robust to varying lighting conditions. We would like to point out that the proposed method does not aim at estimating the illuminant or correcting the original image captured under a different illumination.
Berwick and Lee [21] proposed a log-chromaticity color space to achieve specularity, illumination color and illumination pose invariance. A recent work [1] makes use of the log-chromaticity color space to achieve color-constancy upto translation for person re-identification. The assumption in [1] is that the shape of the color cloud is sufficiently preserved in the log R G , log B G space. But this assumption is violated in many real world images. The color cloud is formed based on sampled observations from upper body and lower part of the body. Fig.2 shows some examples of those observations from the VIPeR dataset. Relying on the color-clouds can be error prone since in a different view, the upper part of the body may have different colors for the same subject. In this paper, feature learning techniques are used to discover a color constant space in contrast to methodologies based on assumptions.
B. Person Re-Identification
Research in person re-identification has taken a giant leap in the recent years. As mentioned in section I, existing works focus on the different steps that need to be taken for dealing with this problem. The majority of the works [2] [3] [4] , [30] , [31] predominantly focus on the first step, i.e., designing features based on texture, color, shape, regions and interest points. Since the primary focus of this work is on color based feature design, a complete evaluation of all of the aforementioned features is beyond the scope of this paper. To obtain the global chromatic content, most of the works use the color histogram features in the RGB, HSV or YUV space. These color spaces do not possess the property of illumination invariance. In addition to a weighted HSV histogram, the Maximally Stable Color Regions (MSCR) are also used in [30] to obtain the per-region color displacement.
The Salient Color Name based color descriptor was proposed for person re-identification in [32] . Each pixel was represented as a vector of 16 color names and the proposed color based descriptor was combined with several other standard color spaces to achieve photometric invariance. In [33] , different color models were evaluated for person re-identification and a new color space, [g1, g2, g3] was proposed based on the log-chromaticity color space which was used in [1] . In contrast to the above methods, the proposed work aims at learning a feature representation and encoding scheme which can extract stable structures and patterns inherent in the pixels. In addition to that, the proposed method relies on the regularities and patterns in the data and it does not depend directly on the diagonal model or diagonal-offset model which is the basis of several illumination correction algorithms.
In another relatively closer work, Porikli [34] and Javed et al. [35] proposed a Brightness Transfer Function (BTF) to find a transformation that maps the appearance of an object in one camera view to the other. But it should be noted that, the system has to be re-trained each time when the illumination changes. In addition to that, the method adopts normalized histograms of object brightness values for the BTF computation. Therefore, a pixel level correspondence cannot be achieved. A weighted BTF that combines different BTFs computed on several low-level features was proposed in [36] for person re-identification.
It is important to note that all the aforementioned features for person re-identification are handcrafted focusing on specific cues. However, in this work we propose a model to learn color based features for a pair of camera to achieve invariance across the two different views based on the intuition that the features should be stable and robust to varying lighting conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that focuses on learning of low-level inter-camera invariant color features using feature learning techniques for person re-identification. Since the framework is based on learning from the data, the scope of this work can be beyond person re-identification.
C. Feature Learning
Recent researches have shown a growing interest in unsupervised feature learning methods such as autoencoders [37] , [38] , sparse coding [39] and Deep Belief Nets [40] since they can be generalized to a larger extent. ) shows the result of the encoding using our approach. It can be seen that, using our formulation, the obtained encoding is very close to each other for corresponding pixels in the sampled patch. We learn the transformation and dictionary jointly so that the encoding is same for the two sampled patches. Best viewed in color.
Since no handcrafted feature can be considered as universal, learning relations from data can be advantageous.
Modeling complex distributions and functions have been a bottleneck in machine learning. Recent studies in deep learning indicate that such deep architectures can efficiently handle these challenges and have shown that better generalization can be obtained. Several successful algorithms have been proposed [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] to train large networks such as deep belief networks and stacked auto-encoders. The intuition behind using large networks is that, to learn a complex function that computes the output from input, automatically learning features at multiple layers of abstraction can help to a large extend [44] . Additionally, biological evidences substantiate that in the visual cortex, recognition happens at multiple layers [45] .
Feature learning algorithms have been proposed for person re-identification in [46] [47] [48] . Yi et al. [46] propose a deep metric learning framework based on Convolutional Neural Networks for person re-identification. Li et al. [47] proposed a Filter Pairing Neural Network for handling geometric and photometric transformation across views. To achieve crossview invariance, Zhao et al. [48] proposed to learn mid-level filters. However, all the above works focus on learning edges at different orientations in the first layer and higher level patterns in the further layers. Learned color features have been previously proposed for image retrieval [49] , [50] and visual tracking [51] . However, they do not consider any invariant projections for the pixels. In [49] , a color codebook of a set of colors is constructed by selecting and clustering characteristic colors from real-world images. Further a color histogram is computed from the color palette. But, the representation is not obtained at a pixel level and they do not consider any invariance which is necessary for a color constant representation. This paper addresses the problem of learning color features from data. We also propose a new method to learn an invariant transformation and encoding simultaneously at a pixel level to obtain a color constant representation.
Encoding of the local descriptors is an extensive topic of research. The bag of features model (BoF) [52] , spatial pyramid matching (SPM) [53] have been pioneering among these algorithms and has achieved state-of-the-art in many benchmark datasets. An extension of the SPM has been proposed in [39] where they make use of sparse coding to achieve a better quantization of the local descriptors and they have shown state-of-the-art results. Following the work, several sparse coding algorithms such as the LCC [54] and the LLC [55] have been proposed. Sparse coding has also been proven to be effective in several other computer vision applications such as visual tracking [56] and action recognition [57] . In the proposed work, we make use of a sparse coding approach as used in [39] .
III. MOTIVATION
The importance of color features for person re-identification has been proven in [4] and several works [1] , [32] , [33] have addressed the photometric variations which is a major challenge in person re-identification. In the existing literatures addressing the photometric variations of the images, histograms in specially designed color spaces are computed. These color spaces have the property of photometric invariance to some extent. But the existing methods for achieving color constancy are based on several assumptions about the statistics of color distribution, surfaces and its reflectance properties. Hence, a histogram representation in such a weakly corrected color space will not be robust enough to achieve invariance.
Hand-engineered features focus on particular cues and add more complexity to the system. Ideally, for each illumination setting, a linear transformation is required to transform it to a canonical illuminant space. Since there is no prior information regarding the illumination for any of the images, estimating accurate linear transformation for all different illumination settings is practically impossible. As it is tedious to compute or learn multiple linear transformations, we adopt one of the prominent illumination correction methods [58] as a preprocessing step to transform the images into a weak illumination invariant space. Figure 3 shows an example of a pair of images corrected by the aforementioned method and a pair of patches sampled from the corresponding parts of the body. It can be observed that, even in the corrected space, the color histogram (as shown in figure 3 (c)) does not yield an invariant representation.
A robust representation should capture a certain amount of information which are the stable structures and patterns in the observed input. Though pixel values are affected by different illumination settings, it can be reasonably assumed that there exists a space where the color patterns are invariant to these variations in illumination. Input pixels captured under an unknown illuminant will lie away from a color constant space and the objective of color constancy algorithms is to project the pixels back to the color constant space. Therefore as mentioned before, an existing color constancy algorithm is initially used to bring the pixel values closer to the color constant space. Since the existing color constancy algorithms are weak correction algorithms, the pixel values require further processing to achieve a robust representation which is stable under varying lighting conditions. Therefore, we propose to learn a transformation or a set of filters to extract stable structures and patterns which bring pixels of corresponding colors to be closer to each other. Additionally, previous works [28] , [59] suggest that, to achieve color constancy, linear transformations are sufficient unless camera auto-gain control and transducer non-linearities are taken into consideration. Therefore, we use a linear auto-encoder with an invariance constraint to discover such invariant patterns from the data with the objective that in the transformed space, the representation for pixels of same colors should be as close as possible.
Many researchers have empirically found that encoding schemes for quantizing the local descriptors are essential for good performance. Sparse coding [39] , [54] has been found to achieve state-of-the-art performance for many classification problems. In this work, a sparse coding technique is adopted to encode each pixel by a set of dictionary elements or codebooks. It was proven that sparse coding can be used to obtain robust representations that can capture the salient properties of the descriptors [39] . Additionally, biological evidences [60] show the plausibility of sparse coding principle in encoding the sensory inputs in mammalian cortex.
For a consistency between the feature mapping and sparse coding, a joint learning framework [61] , [62] was used to obtain a transformation and the codebook simultaneously while enforcing the final encoded representation of each pixel belonging to the same color to be same. As validated from our experiments, we observe that the joint learning framework helps to obtain a robust representation and boost the performance significantly. Sparse auto-encoders with an invariance constraint can be considered as an alternative to the proposed approach. While the proposed approach tries to approximate the mapped features with a set of sparse codes by selecting a few of the dictionary atoms, the deviation of the average activations from a very small value is penalized in sparse autoencoders. This introduces certain amount of sparsity to the extracted patterns. But as pointed out in [44] , learning multiple layers of relatively simpler functions can learn a better function approximation to map the input to output compared to a single layer mapping. Therefore, the feature learning and encoding scheme is kept separate in the proposed approach instead of enforcing multiple constraints over the single feature mapping scheme. More details are given in the experimental analysis section.
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
As mentioned in the previous sections, the appearance of color changes across camera views due to a stark change in illumination. Fig.3 shows an example of pair of patches corrected by a color constancy algorithm which still appears to be of different colors. It can be seen from the figure 3 that the histograms of these corrected patches appear to be very different. Finlayson et al. [25] have shown that the diagonal model is an accurate model to achieve color-constancy for narrow-band (sensitive to single wavelength) imaging sensors. The diagonal model states that the R, G, B values for a pixel under canonical illumination can be obtained by individually scaling the observed R, G and B values of the same pixel under an unknown illumination. But in practice, such narrow band sensors do not exist and the diagonal model is thus considered as an approximate model to correct the images for its illumination changes.
As mentioned in [58] , an illumination invariant representation can be obtained by normalizing the image channel-wise with the 2 norm of the respective channels. Effectively, it cancels the diagonal transformation dependency of the pixels and gives a weak approximation of the canonical illuminant space. Eventhough this technique does not help to achieve complete illumination invariance, we use 2 norm as a preprocessing step in our approach. Patches sampled from the images are pre-processed using 2 norm. We use a linear autoencoder to transform the pixels into a rich higher dimensional space. These transformed pixel values are encoded using a sparse coding technique to obtain more robust representations. The objective behind the encoding is that the encoded values for corresponding pixels should be the same (or very close). To achieve consistency between the linear transformation and the encoding, we adopt a joint learning strategy to optimize the linear auto-encoder transformation and dictionary learning simultaneously. The parameters are updated alternatively to find the optimal mapping and encoding for the pixel values. An illustration of our approach is shown in figure 4 . The detailed flow of our approach is given in the subsequent sections.
A. Training Patch Collection
To train the system, patch pairs were extracted from the training image pairs manually, since no ground truth on patch correspondence was provided. One of the main constraints with any learning based approach for color constancy is that it is very challenging to create a dataset of real-world images with all possible colors captured under all possible illumination settings and light intensities. Therefore, as a selection principle, we carefully choose patch pairs so that they are distributed among different colors under varying illumination settings i.e. the difference in their colors range from zero (or almost no change in their visual appearance) to a maximum observable change. This is to ensure that no bias is introduced in the sampled dataset at the training stage. From each of the training image pairs in each dataset, we sample 3 pairs of patches. Additionally, the number of samples per image pair can be reduced if the dataset is large. Fig.3 shows an example of pair of patches sampled from the VIPeR dataset. Once the patch pairs were extracted, we apply 2 norm based correction and sample pixel pairs randomly from these patch pairs. These sampled pixels undergo standard normalization and are used as the input training data for our system. In the experiments section, we have given an analysis on the number of training pixel pairs required. Fig. 4 . Flow diagram of the joint learning procedure to train the mapping and encoding. Inputs -pixels are sampled randomly from the extracted patches. X 1 and X 2 correspond to the sampled pixels from patches extracted from corresponding parts of the matching image pairs which should be of same color. Mapping-The auto-encoder maps the sampled inputs into a 60 dimensional space which gives the higher dimensional representations for X 1 and X 2 . Based on the dictionary D, these two sets of higher dimensional responses are encoded and two sets of sparse codes, α 1 and α 2 are obtained for X 1 and X 2 respectively. Based on the error of encoding, ||α 1 − α 2 || 2 2 , the dictionary is updated and the auto-encoder is updated. Further, the sparse codes are obtained for the inputs as mentioned above and this process is repeated until convergence. Thus, the joint learning strategy is adopted to learn the transformation W 1 , b 1 , W 2 , b 2 and D. Best viewed in color.
B. Objective Formulation
Once the training data is prepared, the objective function for learning invariant features is formulated with an invariance constraint for the feature representation obtained from pixel pairs across the two views. The objective is formulated by making use of an auto-encoder and sparse encoding technique. As mentioned in section III, auto-encoder with invariance constraint is capable of learning filters that can capture stable structures and patterns in the data. At the same time, taking the performance into consideration, a sparse encoding is also applied to the descriptors to represent them compactly. Mathematically:
where ae is the auto-encoder loss function, sc is the loss due to the sparse encoding, ε en is the error of the encoded values and is the regularization term to avoid learning trivial values and to enforce sparsity. The first term ae denotes the reconstruction error of each sampled pixel. x v i ∈ R 3×1 denotes the 3 dimensional R, G, B value of the i th pixel from view v. In this paper, v = 1 refers to view A images and v = 2 refers to view B images. m is the total number of pixels sampled from each views, i.e. i ranges from 1 to m. W 1 ∈ R 3×h is the linear transformation matrix that transforms each of the pixels into a h dimensional space and b 1 ∈ R h×1 is the bias term. Similarly, W 2 ∈ R h×3 is the transformation of the higher dimensional space into the original 3 dimensional space and b 2 ∈ R 3×1 is the bias term. Let us denote the collection of all pixels from both views by X. This means, X = [X 1 X 2 ] ∈ R 3×2m , where
are the R, G, B values of m randomly sampled pixels from patches extracted from view A images and the corresponding pixels from the patches extracted from view B images respectively. As mentioned in section II-A, previous works [28] , [59] have proven that, a linear transformation is sufficient to transform images under an unknown illuminant to images under the canonical illuminant. We borrow this intuition into our work and therefore we use a linear autoencoder.
The second term, sc is the encoding term where the linearly transformed pixel values are encoded by a Dictionary. D ∈ R h×d are the basis vectors (Dictionary or Codebook) to encode each of the transformed pixel values in the h dimensional space where d is the number of such learned basis vectors or dictionary atoms. α v i ∈ R d×1 denotes the final encoded sparse representation for the input pixel x v i . β denotes the penalty of the sparse coding loss ( sc ). Similar to X, let us denote the sparse codes of X 1 and X 2 by α 1 and α 2 . Therefore, the final encoding, α = [α 1 α 2 ] ∈ R d×2m is the sparse representation for X.
The third term, ε en denotes the encoding error of the sparse codes of pairs of pixels from the two views. This term enforces the invariance and ensures that the learned filters and encoding scheme are capable of extracting stable and invariant features. It takes 2 norm of the error of the corresponding pixels from two views. γ is the penalty for the encoding error term (ε en ) in the total cost. The final term, ensures that the learned parameters are not trivial. The last term in the right hand side of ensures that the computed codes are sparse. For a simple and straightforward gradient based optimization, we replace α v i 1 , the 1 norm with an approximation that can smooth it at the origin,
is approximated by taking the sum of the smooth approximation for all the coefficients of α v i . These smooth approximations have been widely used in sparse coding literature [63] , [64] . δ is infinitesimally small (1 × 10 −4 ). λ, ρ and η are the penalties for the respective regularization terms on the right hand side of .
C. Optimization
The optimization is done alternatively between α, D and (W 1 , b 1 , W 2 , b 2 ) . We use L-BFGS gradient based optimization procedure to update these values. The gradients with respect to each of the terms are given in Appendix A. Initially, α 1 Theoretically, the gradient based optimization is simple for the above objective functions. But for faster convergence and a good optima, it requires a bit of finesse. With that in consideration, practically, good initializations are required for W 1 , W 2 and D. We give the objective function for the initializations in Appendix B. Initialization helps to achieve faster convergence as well as a better local optima. Joint learning is done until convergence. Equation (19) for L sc in Appendix B was minimized using the SPAMS toolbox [65] .
To compute the feature representation for each pixel in an image, we first use W 1 and b 1 to transform it into a higher dimensional space and use the learned dictionary D to compute the sparse codes. Therefore, the dimensionality of the features for each of the input image will be M × N × d where M × N × 3 is the input image dimensions. Figure 3 (d) and (e) show the representation obtained by us using the joint learning framework. It can be visually observed that the error of encoding for the pixel sampled from the two patches is much less than the histogram representation of the patch.
D. Multi-Layer Framework
The same formulation can be extended to a multilayer framework so that the final representation of the patches sampled from the image pairs are close to each other. To achieve this objective, we encode all the pixels in the sampled patches using the method mentioned in the above section and adopt a max pooling scheme over the 2×2 regions to get the representation of a patch. The max pooling strategy makes the representation slightly translation invariant. We further adopt the same formulation in equation (1) to obtain the transformation and the dictionary. Once the representation is obtained at the second layer, max pooling is done over 4 × 4 regions. For simplicity, we keep the dimensions h and d same for the second layer. We observed that further increasing the number of layers did not give any significant advantage over the performance. Also considering the complexity of the approach, we use only two layers for our model.
E. Parameters
The formulation contains several parameters such as the weight penalties of the cost function terms, the dimensions of the linearly transformed space and the number of dictionary atoms. All the parameters were empirically determined by a 2-fold cross-validation on the training data of VIPeR dataset and kept same for others. The training data was initially split into equal halves and the parameters were varied within a certain range as indicated by the magenta, red and blue 'dot' (•) marks on the graphs of figure 5 . Initially, the number of pixels for training (the amount of training data) was varied and the validation performance is as shown in figure 5a . Further, we kept the number of training pixel pairs as 100k i.e. in our experiments, m = 100k. Further, we conducted experiments with the auto-encoder alone by enforcing the invariance constraint. The initialization in the Appendix B, equation (18) is used to learn the mapping. The dimensions of the new space, h is kept as a parameter. This is analogous to learning a certain number of filters in auto-encoders [37] , [66] based on image patches. The experiment was conducted with different values for h. The obtained cross-validation performance is shown in figure 5b. It can be seen that the performance does not improve much after h = 60. Therefore, we fix h = 60 for the auto-encoder mapping.
The dimensions of the final sparse codes were also tuned in a similar fashion. We adapted the sparse coding framework with the invariance condition and performed a joint optimization with the auto-encoder mapping. The performance variation at different dimensions is as shown in figure 5c. It can be seen that at d = 250, the performance is at its peak and decreases when we increase the dimensions further. Thus we fixed the sparse code dimension as 250 for all the experiments. The whole framework was then extended to a second layer as mentioned in section IV-D with the same parameters for the auto-encoder and sparse codes dimensions and the final performance is as shown in table II. The other parameters were also tuned as shown above for the dimensions. The obtained parameters are as follows. β = 1, γ = 0.1, λ = 3 × 10 −3 , ρ = 0.01 and η = 0.01.
V. EXPERIMENTS
To validate our algorithm, we first conducted experiments on a synthetic color constancy dataset. Further, experiments were conducted on publicly available person re-identification datasets such as VIPeR [6] , Person Re-ID 2011 [7] and CAVIAR4REID [2] . The characteristics of these three datasets are ideal for the evaluation of the proposed Jointly Learned Color Features (JLCF) since the images were captured from two cameras under varying environments such as indoor and outdoor, bright and dark illumination and different view angles. All the experiments are done without using a mask for removing the background. Below, we list the baseline approaches we compare with.
1) Hist: We compare our approach with the 3D histogram generated in RGB, HSV and YUV spaces. The histograms are computed from the images without any pre-processing for illumination changes. We use 6 bins for each of the channels so that the representation is 216 dimensional which is close to the 250 dimensional space proposed in this work. Image is divided into 8 × 8 blocks with a stride of 4 and for each of those blocks, we compute the histogram. We refer to the histogram representations as RGBHist, HSVHist and YUVHist. 2) cHist: cHist corresponds to the histogram of the images in the weakly corrected ( 2 norm based correction) space. As mentioned for Hist, the number of bins for each of the channels and the size of the image blocks are kept same. The representation based on the corrected color space is referred to as cRGBHist, cHSVHist and cYUVHist. 3) rgHist: rgHist corresponds to the histogram in the rg space for the corrected images. rg color channels are one of the first photometric invariant color channels proposed. The rg space corresponds to
The image is divided into blocks of 8 × 8 and for each of the blocks, we compute histogram of 16 bins for each channel. The final representation for each block will be 256 dimensional.
4) Opponent:
The opponent color space is invariant to specularity. It can be computed by
Image is divided into 8×8 blocks and the final histogram representation is computed as mentioned in [67] . 5) C: The C color space adds photometric invariance to shadow shading to the opponent color space. It is computed by normalizing the Opponent descriptor by the intensity.
For 8×8 blocks, the histogram is computed as mentioned above for the opponent color space. 6) Independent Learning: The learning strategy will be optimizing the auto-encoder transformation first and then obtaining the sparse codes of the transformed pixel values without joint learning. The objective given in appendix A for initialization is used to find the optimal auto-encoder transformation. After obtaining the transformation, dictionary is learned using sc in equation 1. 
A. Synthetic Color Constancy Dataset
The efficiency of the proposed feature representation was tested on a synthetic color constancy dataset which was used in [5] . The dataset contains 7 sets of images of indoor objects captured in a laboratory setting under varying illuminations and its original image. For more details on the settings under which the images were captured, we refer the reader to [5] . Some example images are shown in figure 6 . To compare the algorithms, we formulate a retrieval problem by using the 7 original images as queries and the mean average precision (mAP) over the entire set of queries is reported as the performance measure. We adopted two different methods to compute the matching score. 1) Pixelwise Comparison: The images were corrected using different color constancy algorithms and the total pixel wise 1 distance with respect to the query was computed. This distance value is sorted to find the top ranking matches. For the proposed method, only the first layer features were used for the comparison. All the pixels were transformed as well as encoded by using the transformation and dictionary learned from the patches sampled from VIPeR dataset. The same patches were used for computing the color model for color eigenflows as well. 2) Histogram Comparison: This is similar to the above except that the 1 distance is computed for the histograms of the corrected images. For the proposed method, we do a max-pooling over 8×8 regions on the features obtained for pixel-wise comparison. We do not compare the color eigenflows model here as the "flow" of one image to another was based on the pixel-wise error between the original and the reconstructed images. The results are shown in table I. From the results, it can be seen that the proposed approach outperforms the other color-constancy algorithms and designed color spaces in both cases (for 4/7 cases in pixel-wise comparison and 5/7 cases for histogram based comparison). The mean average precision for the proposed method is the best among all the methods for both the methods. It should be noted that, the proposed approach without any initial correction is also capable of extracting stable features as indicated by the performance on table I.
B. Person Re-Identification Datasets
For person re-identification datasets, first we do the comparison with the baselines approaches. Keeping the settings same for all of the baselines, we use LADF [68] metric learning framework for all the comparisons. For baseline 6, 7 and the proposed JLCF, the matching score of first and second layer is combined to form the final score. The results are reported based on the Cumulative Matching Characteristics(CMC) [69] . Each of the datasets, experimental settings and their evaluations are given in detail in the following subsections.
Even though invariant color features are important, to achieve a good performance, color features alone are insufficient. Therefore, complementary features such as learned lowlevel and high-level features are added and for comparison with state-of-the-art results. The following learned features are used for fusion with our method. 1) AE: Single layer auto-encoder features are learned from patches of size 8 × 8 × 3. 400 filters are learned and the filter response of patches for an image are pooled over 8 × 8 regions. Vectorizing this representation gives the final feature for a single image. The features learned from a single layer auto-encoder are gabor-like edges. 2) CNN: The imagenet pre-trained model of Caffe [70] which follows the architecture in [71] is used to obtain high-level features. The dimensionality of the obtained feature is 4096. The matching scores obtained from the metric learning framework for each of these features are combined to obtain the final scores for identifying the best match. For each query, we first obtain the gallery matching scores for JLCF and rescale it from 0 to 1. Similarly, we obtain matching scores in the range of 0 to 1 for AE and CNN features. These scores can be summed up to obtain the final matching scores. No weights were used to amplify the influence of the matching scores of a particular type of feature.
1) VIPeR Dataset: VIPeR [6] is the most popular and challenging dataset to evaluate Person Re-Identification. The dataset contains 632 pedestrians from arbitrary viewpoints under varying illumination conditions and have relatively low resolution. The images are normalized to a size of 128 × 48. We use the same settings as mentioned in [31] and [68] for the evaluation and the dataset is split into equal halves which leads to images of 316 individuals for training and testing. Table II shows the performance comparison of our approach with different baseline methods and photometric invariant color spaces. Experimental results suggest that the encoding based on the joint learning helps to achieve good performance. Table II also shows our comparison with the independent learning strategy as well as the joint learning framework without the invariance term, ε en in equation 1. Additionally, to prove that the proposed work is efficient in extracting stable patterns even without the 2 norm based correction, we added an experiment by learning the transformation and encoding parameters without the initial 2 norm based pre-processing. Results in table II shows that the JLCF without pre-processing (JLCF No 2 ) performs much better than any other histogram based approaches in corrected images. This proves that the proposed approach can extract robust feature representations which are still stable, though not as good as the one developed with the 2 norm preprocessing. Table III shows the comparison of the proposed JLCF with other color based features proposed for person re-identification. Same experimental settings used for the other baseline methods were used for conducting this experiment. In [1] , histogram intersection was used to compute the distance between two image representations for Hist (2 Parts) . Hist (2 Parts) signature is a 10 bin histogram computed over the log-chromaticity color space for the upper part and the lower part of the body. In table III, we also report the matching results by plugging Hist (2 Parts) with LADF metric learning framework for a fair comparison with the proposed method. It can be observed that the proposed JLCF outperforms both the results obtained by the Hist(2 Parts) color signature.
An evaluation of the state of the art algorithms using a single method is given in table VI. It can be seen that our method achieves the best result among the different algorithms. To achieve the state of the art result, we combined the features from [68] in addition to the AE and CNN features so that we can get a richer signature. The combination was done in the same way as done for the AE and CNN features. However, using color as a single cue, we achieve comparable results with several state-of-the-art methods based on multiple handcrafted features.
2) Person Re-ID 2011: The Person Re-ID 2011 dataset [7] consists of images extracted from multiple person trajectories recorded from two different, static surveillance cameras. Images from these cameras contain a sheer difference in illumination, background, camera characteristics and a significant view point change. Multiple images per person are available in each camera view. There are 385 person trajectories from one view, 749 from the other and 200 people appear in both views.
For more details regarding the dataset, we refer the reader to [7] and [72] . For our experiments, images of 100 individuals appearing in both views were used for training the system.
In our experiments we do a multi-shot re-id with the same settings as mentioned in [72] and compare our results with the baselines as well as the state-of-the-art results. Table II shows the comparison of our approach with the baselines and photometric invariant color spaces. Table VI shows the comparison of our approach with state-of-the-art results in Person Re-ID 2011 dataset. As shown in the results, our method clearly outperforms the baselines, different photometric invariant color spaces and when combined with AE and CNN features, it outperforms the state-of-the-art results.
3) CAVIAR4REID: CAVIAR4REID [2] is a person re-id evaluation dataset which was extracted from the well known caviar dataset for evaluation of people tracking and detection algorithms. It is a relatively smaller dataset which contains 72 pedestrian images(50 of them in both camera views and the remaining 22 with one camera only) taken from a shopping mall in Lisbon. Re-identification in this dataset is challenging due to a large variation in the resolution, illumination, occlusion and pose changes.
The experimental settings are kept the same as in [1] which leads to 25 identities (10 images per individual) for training and testing. Table II shows that the proposed JLCF signatures are performing significantly better than the baseline color features and different photometric invariant color spaces. We also compare with other standard approaches by combining JLCF with AE and CNN features and the results are reported in table VI. Similar to the VIPeR dataset, we observed that lack of an optimal score combining mechanism affects the performance at rank 1. However, it should be noted that we achieve the best results at higher ranks.
VI. ANALYSIS
In this section, we give the analysis of our approach and compare it with the baseline methods for color features.
A. Number of Training Pixels
Since the proposed algorithm is a feature learning based model, the amount of training data (specifically, number of pixel pairs sampled) affects the performance of the system. Figure 5a shows the variation of rank 1 performance of the system with respect to the number of pixel pairs sampled. It can be seen that the performance does not improve significantly when the number of pixel pairs sampled is more than 10 5 . The collected training patches were distributed across different colors sampled under varying illumination. Therefore, the sampled pixel pairs should be uniformly distributed among them to avoid any bias to a particular color or a specific illumination setting. As the number of training pixels are reduced, the amount of data corresponding to different illumination settings are reduced and the resulting learned model becomes inferior.
B. JLCF vs Designed Color Spaces
Color histograms are representations which capture the color distribution. However, the difference in illumination can cause a significant change in the appearance which is caused by the variation in the RGB pixel values. Therefore, without the illumination correction, the histogram will not be a robust representation for color images. Using 2 norm, we do a correction for each of the images and then obtain the histogram in such a corrected space, the cHist. Our approach uses a weak illumination correction algorithm and learn an optimal transformation to encode the pixel values in such a way that pixels corresponding to same patches are close enough. The other photometric invariant color spaces can be considered as handcrafted features addressing specific cues as mentioned in section V. Table I and II shows the comparisons of our method with the baseline approaches and it can be seen that JLCF clearly outperforms most of the representations for color constancy dataset and all of them in person re-identification. This is due to the fact that the 2 norm based correction which is inspired from the diagonal model is a weak illumination correction due to the strong assumptions. The comparison also shows that learned invariant color features are better than handcrafted color features. From the results in table I and II, it can be seen that even though "JLCF No 2 " is inferior to the performance achieved by using the 2 norm based correction it is better than the histogram representations for corrected images. This indicates that the representation obtained even without any 2 norm based pre-processing can still capture the stable patterns in the pixels. In addition to table II, we also report some additional results based on the histograms computed on the original images corrected by the standard color-constancy algorithms in table V.
C. JLCF vs Sparse Auto-Encoder
To prove that the proposed approach is more efficient than the sparse auto-encoder, we conducted experiments with the sparse auto-encoder on the synthetic color constancy dataset as well as the VIPeR dataset. Results reported in table I and IV indicate that the proposed architecture is more efficient than sparse auto-encoders. As explained in section III, multiple layers of relatively simpler functions can learn better approximations to the intended function compared to a single layer mapping with multiple constraints. For the proposed objective function, even though the auto-encoder and sparse coding framework is in a single layer, they can be considered as two separate functions which are individually pre-trained (initializations) and fine tuned. Therefore, it results in a better local optima and has better generalization capability than the sparse auto encoder framework with invariance and sparsity constraints.
D. JLCF vs Independent Learning
As mentioned in section III, to be consistent with each other, the linear auto-encoder transformation and dictionary for sparse coding must be learned jointly. As it can be seen from the results in table II, the joint learning improves the performance significantly for all the datasets. This is due to the fact that, for the encoding of each pixel, an optimal dictionary which can give same representation for pixels of same color has to be learned together with the linear transformation.
E. Proposed JLCF vs JLCF Without Invariance
To prove that the invariance term in the objective function is necessary to capture the required stable patterns, we conducted experiments with and without the color constancy term (ε en ) and report the results in table II. It can be seen that the invariant encoding improves the performance significantly. This is due to the fact that, without the encoding error term, the objective function merely encodes the pixels in a new space without any correction for the varying lighting conditions. But it should also be noted that the sparse encoding of linearly transformed pixel values results in a much better representation than histograms. INTO TWO TABLES WITH THE FIRST  TABLE CONSISTING OF UNSUPERVISED METH-ODS AND THE TABLE BELOW (c) CAVIAR4REID
F. Zero-Shot Transfer
To study whether the learned dictionary and transformation matrix can be generalized, experiments were conducted by doing a zero-shot transfer, i.e., by training on one dataset and testing on other datasets without any supervised training [78] in Table VIII . In [78] , transfer learning is performed by calibration from source domain with minimal annotation on the target domain. It can be observed that the proposed system can outperform [78] without any label information in the domain. In the proposed system, a set of filters as well as dictionary elements were learned during the training phase and these filters can be generalized. Similar observations can be seen in several learning based methodologies. For example, CNN architectures trained on one dataset can be generalized successfully to other datasets [79] .
G. Comparison With State-of-the-Art Methods
To compare with the state-of-the-art results, the matching scores obtained using JLCF is fused with the matching scores obtained using AE and CNN features. The proposed JLCF, with color features alone in the RGB color space, outperforms several recent methods such as [31] , [48] , and [72] at Rank 10 and 15 and exhibit comparable performances at lower ranks. All the methods mentioned in table VI that outperforms the proposed JLCF, works based on an ensemble of complementary color and texture features. It should be noted that even though color features are important for person re-identification, color alone would not be sufficient for a good performance. Therefore, to add complementary information, we combine learned low-level and high-level features to the proposed JLCF and conducted experiments. By a combination of these fea-tures, we obtained state-of-the-art results as shown in 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel framework for learning invariant color features to handle illumination and other lighting condition changes across two camera views. In contrast to the previous works based on auto-encoders and sparse coding, we combine them to learn a robust encoding jointly by forcing similar colors to be close to each other. We have evaluated the proposed approach on a synthetic color-constancy dataset as well as publicly available person re-identification datasets and demonstrated superior performance compared to several standard color-constancy algorithms as well as specially designed color spaces. By combining with other types of learned lowlevel and high-level features, we achieve promising results in several benchmark datasets.
APPENDIX A DERIVATIVES OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Let the loss function be L = ae + sc + ε en +
The partial derivative of the loss function w.r.t α v i can be given as
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